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M24

Overview

twion M24 basic version (anti-tippers not included in scope of delivery) 

LOng LIfe
LOng Range
LOw weIght
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Product benefits

Functions

The charging socket on the wheel ... … doubles up  
as an on/off switch.

The wheel can be removed by pressing 
the button on the quick-release axle 
and pulling the wheel off - a perfect 
example of built-in multifunctionality.

Wheelchair mounting

 - Active wheelchairs
 - Lightweight wheelchairs

Only small brackets are fitted to the wheelchair, and the 
wheelchair's characteristics remain entirely unaltered by the wheels. 
It remains possible to use the manual wheels. 
If you have any questions relating to a particular wheelchair model 
or have any specific requests regarding installation, our Customer 
Service department will be delighted to adwise you. 

Our high quality standards - your safety

Seal of approval and  
testing institute

TÜV Süd, Hanover

CE conformity Complies with the EU Medical Devices 
Directive

Approved and tested for 
Application Class:

 Class A
Indoor

 Class B  Class C
(Indoor and outdoor)   (Outdoor)

Product benefits

The fastest, lightest power assist; modern design, smartphone-com-
patible. The twion active drive opens up new worlds for users, who 
will experience entirely new levels of independence. The compact 
and silent wheel hub drives with their built-in lithium-ion batteries 
ensure greater propulsion force in the standard version of up to  
6 km/h [or optionally 10 km/h]1). Thanks to our insistence on using 
only top-quality materials and keeping weight to a minimum, the 
wheels - at just 6 kg including batteries - are true lightweights.    
 
The key product benefits at a glance

 - Dynamic propulsion assistance up to a speed of 6 km/h  
[optionally 10 km/h]1)

 - Easy to transport and load since each drive wheel weighs  
a mere 6 kg2) 

 - Lithium-ion battery technology - lightweight and with a long 
service life

 - The EasyConnex magnetic charging connector automatically 
finds the correct position for insertion 

 - Highly efficient digital electronic direct drive featuring energy 
recovery to achieve a greater range

 - All information and driving programmes on your Android3) smart-
phone including innovative features such as BlueDrive remote 
control

 - Many customisable features

1)  Option to increase max. speed to 10 km/h with the Mobility 
Plus package

2)  Weight varies according to the options and accessories
3)  Apple iOS version will provisionally be available from January 

2015
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twion M24
Stand: 1/2014

Product design

Silent and highly  
efficient: state-of-the-art 
digital motor technology 
with energy recovery.

Battery pack with high-
performance, durable lithium-
ion cells built in to the drive 
wheel.

Bracket to attach 
the wheels.
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LOng LIfe
LOng Range
LOw weIght

Scope of delivery

Drive wheel

 - 24 x 1" wheels with Schwalbe Marathon Plus Evolution tyres 
(with unrivalled puncture protection) as standard

 - Quick-release axle, length: 123 mm, diameter: ½"
 - Max. weight of occupant: 120 kg
 - Motor, electronics and battery pack integrated in the wheel hub
 - White cover
 - Black outer ring 
 - Stainless steel button on q/r axle
 - Aluminium push-rim, powder-coated black/matt
 - Weight of standard model: 6.3 kg per wheel

Charger 

 - Handy, compact charger for on the go and at home
 - Weight: 450 g
 - Charges both batteries at the same time with automatic  

charging and cut-off circuits
 - Charging time approx. 4.5 hours for completely  

discharged batteries
 - Input voltage 100 V – 240 V
 - Charging temperature 0°– 40 °C 
 - Charging status indicated by LEDs on the wheel and charger

twion Mobility App

 - Only for smartphones running the Android operating system and 
able to access the internet

 - Download free of charge from the Google Playstore

Functions:
 - Quickstart guide, brief operating instructions 
 - List of specialist dealers worldwide
 - Troubleshooting with solution management
 - Contact specialist dealer or Alber Service Center directly
 - Practical tips on all aspects of the twion

Enjoy additional features with the optional Mobility Plus package 
(see Accessories)
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Options and accessories

Stainless steel push-rim

 - Stainless steel, brushed 
 - Less susceptible to scratches, provides good grip
 - Additional weight per wheel: +400 g
 - option free of charge

Tyres: Schwalbe Airborne

 - 24 x 1" wheels 
 - Weight saving: -100 g per wheel
 - More sporty profile, less rolling resistance

Tyres: Schwalbe Ultremo 

 - 24 x 1" wheels 
 - Weight saving: -300 g per wheel
 - Extremely lightweight, minimal rolling resistance,  

slight puncture protection

Black cover

 - Black outer ring
 - Black button on q/r axle
 - option free of charge
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accessories

An overview of the functions

Driving information  
 - Readout of running parameters including battery status, Ø speed, 

maximum speed, current speed, altimeter, odometer
 - Simple switchover between ECO (less motor assistance for greater 

range) and SPORT (more dynamic ride characteristics with longer 
run-on) modes

 - Increase assist up to 10 km/h

Tour mode
 - Recording and display of journeys using a GPS signal
 - Detailed display of TOUR data such as TOUR distance covered, 

Tour time, altimeter and number of calories burned
 - Tour data is stored in chronological order

Silent mode
 - Mute mode: by simply pressing a button you can turn off the 

charge indicator and the acoustic signals from the wheels
 - An individual profile can be set up

BlueDrive controller
 - When the wheelchair is unoccupied it can be controlled  

remotely using a smartphone
 - You can choose whether to control it with the built-in  

inclination sensor (by gently tilting the smartphone)  
or with a virtual joystick

Mobility Plus package

 - Only for smartphones running the Android operating system and 
able to access the internet

 - Comprising: Outer ring with exclusive design, booklet with opera-
ting instructions, licence code
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accessories

Bracket 

 - Small, lightweight mount
 - Bracket design is identical to the e-motion M15
 - Torque receiver not compatible with e-motion wheels
 - Wheel can be mounted in any position
 - Compatible with almost all active wheelchairs and lightweight 

wheelchairs

Anti-tippers with swivelling and jack-up function
 
 - Identical to e-motion and e-fix
 - Removable via quick-release mechanism
 - Adjustable in height and length 
 - With automatic swivelling function for crossing curbs  

and thresholds
 - Jack-up function for easy removal of the wheels
 - Anti-tippers must be mounted in pairs
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technical data

(Wheelchair width  
+ 2 - 4 cm/0.8 - 1.6 inch)

Wheel hub diameter 18 cm/7.1 inch

Drive wheel Sizes: 24“

Speed Assist from 0 – 6 km/h/0 to 4 mph  
(optionally up to 10 km/h/6 mph)*

Nominal motor output 2 x 60 W 

Operating voltage 37 V 

Operating temperature from -25 °C to +50 °C

Torque 2 x 20 Nm 

Protection class IPX4

Climbing and braking  
capability

The wheelchair manufacturer's limit values must be observed.

* with Mobility Plus package 

 

Battery pack Battery cells 10IMR19/66 lithium-ion battery, rechargeable, leakproof and maintenance-free

Nominal battery capacity 2 x 2.25 Ah

 Nominal battery power 2 x 83.25 Wh = 166.5 Wh

Charging temperature from 0 °C to 40 °C

Range 12 – 20 km/8 – 12 miles range

The range will vary according to the terrain as well as the prevailing running 
conditions. Given perfect running conditions (level terrain, freshly charged 
batteries, ambient temperature of 20 °C, correct tyre pressure, steady journey, 
etc.) it is possible to achieve the stated range.

Transportation 
by air

All Alber products are suitable for transportation by air.  
On www.alber.de you can find all the current certificates for presenting to the airline companies.

Charger Input voltage 100 – 240 V (AC), 50 – 60 Hz, adapts automatically to the mains voltage 

Output voltage 2 x 45 V (DV)

Charging current 2 x 0.5 A

Charging time approx. 4.5 hours

Protection class IP 41

Weights Total weight per wheel 6 kg/13.2 lbs including battery* 

Max. permissible weight of person: 120 kg/265 lbs

Max. permissible total weight 145 kg/320 lbs (occupant, drive, wheelchair)

*Weight varies according to options and accessories.

i
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1489214

1565458

1565856

1565857

Components

Order number Designation Number Net price in EUR

1489214 Anti-tippers with jacking function (pair) each  262,00   

1565458 Charger M24 PS4520 each  185,00   

1565856 Set of documentation twion M24 German each  15,00   

1565857 Set of documentation twion M24 multilingual each  25,00   

Date 01.01.2014. All prices are subject to the statutory rate of VAT, but include packing and delivery ex works.
The General Terms and Conditions of Ulrich Alber GmbH are applicable. We reserve the right to make changes.

Spare parts documentation

Complete wheel according to 
variant.
Please get in touch with our 
Customer Service department
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1456277

1565586
1565542

1565702

1565361 1565820

1565792

1565793

1565795
1565796

1565507

1565114

1463488
1463330

Spare parts documentation

Drive wheel

Order number Designation Number Net price in EUR

1456277 24 x 1" inner tube with Schrader valve each  9,45   

1463330 Allen screw DIN 912 - M 5 x 8 - 8.8 galvanised, spot-coated each  0,30   

1463488 Allen screw DIN 7984 - M 5 x 6 - 8.8 galvanised, spot-coated each  0,30   

1489229 Screws M 4 x 20 each  0,35   

1565114 Battery pack M24 each  197,45   

1565361 Rim tape 22-559 Super H.P. Polyurethane each  5,80   

1565455 O-ring 20 x 2 FPM 80 each  1,20   

1565507 twion sticker each  16,85   

1565542 Marathon Plus Evo 25-540 "SmartGuard" tyre each  40,00   

1565586 Ultremo ZX 23-540 "V-Guard" tyre each  44,00   

1565702 Airborne HD 30-540 "Speed Guard" tyre each  44,00   

1565753 twion q/r axle, stainless steel each  45,00   

1565754 twion q/r axle, black each  55,00   

1565792 Black outer ring, premounted each  22,00   

1565793 Charging socket, premounted each  51,15   

1565795 Black twion cover, mounted each  30,00   

1565796 White twion cover, mounted each  27,00   

1565820 twion spoke set including nipples (x 5) each  15,85   

Complete wheel according to 
variant.
Please get in touch with our 
Customer Service department

Date 01.01.2014. All prices are subject to the statutory rate of VAT, but include packing and delivery ex works.
The General Terms and Conditions of Ulrich Alber GmbH are applicable. We reserve the right to make changes. Spare parts and spare parts prices
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1565788 1565787

1463606 50,8 mm
1463607 30,8 mm
1463608 48,0 mm

1456814 5 mm
1456813 8 mm
1456812 10 mm
1456811 16mm

Spare parts documentation

Date 01.01.2014. All prices are subject to the statutory rate of VAT, but include packing and delivery ex works.
The General Terms and Conditions of Ulrich Alber GmbH are applicable. We reserve the right to make changes.

Torque struts

Order number Designation Number Net price in EUR

1456811 Aluminium spacer ring 25 x 17 x 16 long each  1,25   

1456812 Aluminium spacer ring 25 x 17 x 10 long each  1,25   

1456813 Aluminium spacer ring 25 x 17 x 8 long each  1,25   

1456814 Aluminium spacer ring 25 x 17 x 5 long each  1,25   

1463606 Adapter sleeve 1/2" length 50.8mm each  13,35   

1463607 Adapter sleeve 1/2" length 30.8mm each  13,35   

1463608 Adapter sleeve 1/2" length 48mm each  13,35   

1565787 Torque strut twion angle (pair) each  28,00   

1565788 Torque strut twion straight (pair) each  28,00   
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1565860

1565794

1565462

1565161

1565460

1565797

1460604

1459980

Spare parts documentation

Spare parts and spare parts pricesDate 01.01.2014. All prices are subject to the statutory rate of VAT, but include packing and delivery ex works.
The General Terms and Conditions of Ulrich Alber GmbH are applicable. We reserve the right to make changes.

Order number Designation Number Net price in EUR

1459980 Shim ring DIN 988 - 16 x 22 x 0.5 each  0,25   

1460604 Countersunk screw DIN 7991 - M 5 x 10 - 8.8 galvanised, spot-coated each  0,25   

1565161 Mount, insert-moulded for E-bike rim ESR each  18,60   

1565460 Grommet, Diepolast, 9x14.5x21 each  5,85   

1565462 Plate for handrim each  2,40   

1565794 Sensor, premounted each  125,00   

1565797 Push-rim, premounted each  118,00   

1565860 Elastomer ring each  4,45   

Push-rim
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1459636

1489219
1489220
1489221

1456233

1456183

1489366

1463394

1489365

1467845
1467846

1456406

1467943

1519603

1459944
> 06/2009

< 06/2009

Spare parts documentation

Date 01.01.2014. All prices are subject to the statutory rate of VAT, but include packing and delivery ex works.
The General Terms and Conditions of Ulrich Alber GmbH are applicable. We reserve the right to make changes.

Anti-tippers

Order number Designation Number Net price in EUR

1456183 Washer DIN 125 - A 6.4 each  0,05   

1456233 Allen screw DIN 7984 M 6 x 20 each  0,25   

1456406 Quickpin retaining pin each  20,65   

1459636 Hexagonal nut M8 each  0,10   

1459944 Shim ring DIN 988 - 10 x 16 x 1 each  0,05   

1463394 Locking ring 10 x 1 each  0,40   

1467845 Support bracket (right) for anti-tipper each  17,65   

1467846 Support bracket (left) for anti-tipper each  17,65   

1467943 Grub screw M 8 x 45 each  0,60   

1489110 Clamping piece adapter with 12 mm-wide slot each  16,00   

1489214 Anti-tippers with jacking function (pair) each  262,00   

1489219 Mounting kit A 2 x 15 mm incl. screws set  33,65   

1489220 Mounting shoe kit B 4 x 15mm incl. screws set  42,75   

1489221 Mounting shoe kit C 4 x 12mm incl. screws each  42,75   

1489365 Wheel for anti-tipper, complete each  2,15   

1489366 Anti-tipper slide bar fitted each  19,10   

1519603 Locking washer DIN 6799, size 8 each  0,05
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Order forms

1ORDeR

COSt eStIMate

Invoice address  
(Stamp or completely legible)

Comments (mounting, etc.)

Company

Cust. No.

Mandatory fields:1)

The order cannot be processed without details!

Company

Street Street

ZIP/Town ZIP/Town

Shipping address (if different to the invoice address)

Standard

/ /

Type of order

Consignment

Mounting by customer2)  (Please fill out the "Wheelchair details" section completely!)

Mounting by Alber in the factory3)  1565790  100.00 EUR

Seat width (seat tube measured on the outside) cm

Seat height (rear, measured to lower edge of seat sling) cm

Wheelchair details
Wheelchair manufacturer  
(e. g. Küschall)

Model (e. g. Compact)

Year of construction

Variants (e. g. Hemi)

Drum brakes5)  Yes No
 Note: Drum brakes must be removed!

 Equipped with vehicle retention system (please consult with Alber Customer Service)

 Rear wheel extension available

1 2 3

Available wheel position

 1 = rear

 2 = centre

 3 = front

twion M24  1565810                      * 

Scope of delivery:
• 2 drive wheels, 6 km/h, 24” wheel size
• Standard model: 6.3 kg per wheel
• 2 built-in battery packs in the wheels
• 1 charger

Important accessories

    Bracket to fit on the wheelchair 1467178 205.00 EUR
     (in a few cases price could be different)

    Anti-tippers with jack-up function  1489214  (pair) 262.00 EUR

* Please refer to your price list.

Optional field
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2Mandatory fields:1)

The order cannot be processed without details!

1)  In order to ensure that your order is processed smoothly and promptly,  
 we require ALL the information in the shaded fields.
2)  Mounting kits can only be sent to trained specialist dealers  
 (mounting training).
3)  Please send the wheelchair carriage with a copy of this order as soon  
 as possible and carriage-paid to Alber.

As at January 1, 2014. All prices are subject to the statutory VAT, and include packaging ex works. The General Terms and Conditions of Ulrich Alber GmbH shall apply, subject to changes. 

4)  If the manual wheels are used in combination with twion, these must  
 be fitted with ½” stub axles, without drum brakes and 1“ wide tyres.
5)  If drum brakes are installed, these must be removed as they are not 
 compatible with twion drive wheels. Standard lever brakes are used instead. 

Date / / Signature of ordering party

Optional field

Standard

Cover  
White cover 1565889 (pair) 0.00 EUR

Black cover 1565888 (pair) 25.00 EUR

 

Matt aluminium, coated black 1565890 (pair) 0.00 EUR

Stainless steel, brushed (+400 g per wheel) 1565891 (pair) 0.00 EUR

Schwalbe Marathon Plus Evolution 1565894 (pair) 0.00 EUR

Schwalbe Ultremo ZX (-300 g per wheel) 1565893 (pair) 40.00 EUR

Schwalbe Airborne (-100 g per wheel) 1565892 (pair) 40.00 EUR

Mobility Plus package 1565789 327.00 EUR
Only for smartphones with the Android operating system 
and able to connect to the internet.

Comprising: Outer ring with exclusive design, booklet with 
operating instructions, licence code

Functions:
• Reading off driving parameters including battery status, 
 speed, number of kilometres covered
• 2 additional ECO and SPORT modes
• Increase assist up to 10 km/h
• BlueDrive remote control using a smartphone
• Records journeys and trip profiles

Brake extension   1467780    22.00 EUR

Push-rim   

Tyres    

Accessories

Retrofit, stub axle to ø ½” 1565005  (pair) 85.00 EUR*
quick-release axle  

*in a few cases price could be different

Manual wheel axle retrofit 4) 5)  (compatible with twion wheels) 

Order forms
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Ulrich Alber GmbH
Vor dem Weißen Stein 21
72461 Albstadt, Germany
Tel.: 07432 2006-0
Fax: 07432 2006-299
info@alber.de
www.alber.de 33
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